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We are all winners, congratulations to everyone who participated in the recent Emergence in club competition, we all win, and we all have
bragging rights!!

In this Issue
A new article from Milada Dzevitskaya about a
Mandarin Duck...Sorry, no recipes.

An Article about Water Drop Photography
by Rick Lewis.

Ben Whiting Wins
“Photo of the Week” by Shipspotting Canada

Peter Eisenbock
NFT—Non-Fungible Token

All this and more awaits you, Welcome to May 2021
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Editor’s Notes

Welcome to May, 2021

How did that happen?

Welcome to May
I got my shot, I got my shot! No Camera Needed!!

Up coming we have
Introduction to Street Photography Part I - Elizabeth Gray May 4, 2021
In this workshop, Elizabeth will introduce us to the genre of street photography. She will
talk about what street photography is and introduce us to some of the masters for inspiration. As well as talking about gear, the ethics of street photography, and techniques for
shooting different street photography styles, she will show us ways to get over the fear of
photographing strangers.

And Again
Street Photography Part II - the Power of a Story - Elizabeth Gray May 18, 2021
Street Photography - The Power of Story: In this session, Elizabeth will talk about creating street images that tell a compelling story. After a brief review of what street photography is, she will talk about the elements that make captivating storytelling images.
Through examples and discussion, you will learn how to create street photographs that go
beyond candid snapshots, and the technical aspects of capturing them.
Please Join us for Our Zoom Presentations!
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Editor’s Notes

Welcome to May, 2021

A Very Special, New Kind of Outing!!
A During these times of COVID-19 restrictions on gatherings, the next “Outing” will be one
of a shared photo subject over several years timeline, rather than a physical meeting.
Over the next two and a half years, we will see many changes up-river of the current
Pattullo Bridge, as construction has begun on its long awaited replacement. The 84 year old
Pattullo Bridge, connecting Surrey to New Westminster, first opened on November 15, 1937
to the sounds of marching bands and grand fanfare. The replacement will be a cable suspension bridge, scheduled to open in the Fall of 2023.
Once the new bridge is open to traffic, demolition of the old bridge will commence. As the
new bridge will have separate pedestrian and cycling lanes on both sides, this will prove to
be an excellent platform for the deconstruction phase in late 2023 to early 2024.
The Intent is to collect photos from the past, present and the short lived future of the
Pattullo Bridge, as well as its replacement under construction. It will be a three year long
Gallery of photos for this Outing.
Here are the websites for The Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project. There are multiple
Renderings and Illustrations on that website.
https://www.pattullobridgereplacement.ca/
https://www.pattullobridgereplacement.ca/newsandinfo/renderings-maps/#maps
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Member Competitions
This month, we showcase the best of the
Theme Challenges

Recent Work #5
Abstract
Recent Work # 6
Lines

Lets go check them out!

Congratulations to our Winners!!
Thank you to Our Participants!!
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Recent Work #5
Open - no specific topic. Any image you may have
taken within the last two months.

Congratulations to our Winners!!
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First Place

Recent Work #5

Old Church on the Corner
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Recent Work #5

Second Place

Snowdrops in Snow
By Nancy Matheson
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Recent Work #5

Third Place

Frosted Leaves by Janet Pearson
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Completing The Top 10

Congratulations
to all
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Abstract
“Abstract photography is a method of expressing ideas and emotions with photographed image elements without the intention of creating a traditional or realistic image. By avoiding and going beyond the usual representations of an object, scene, or any particular element, it reveals details that are normally ignored and triggers the viewer’s imagination.” - adorama.com

Congratulations to our Winners!!
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Abstract

First Place

Never Seen by Rick Lewis
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Second Place

The mosaic by Milada Dzevitska-
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Third Place

A Riot of Colours by Milada Dzevitskaya
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Completing The Top 10

Congratulations
to all
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Lines
“They can be leading lines, implied lines, actual lines etc. The
theme is open to interpretation but the line, or lines, have to be
crucial to the photo's essence.” - amateur photographer.co.uk
Special Congratulations to Tim Stewart who is First, Second
and Third this time, definitely Grand Bragging Rights!!

Congratulations to our Winners!!
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Lines

First Place

Line Variations by Tim Stewart
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Lines

Second Place

Landscape Lines by Tim Stewart
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Lines

Third Place

Converging Lines by Tim Stewart
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Completing The Top 10

Congratulations
to all
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Guest Article

To Be a Photographer II
By Milada Dzevitskaya

To be a photographer, I believe have to have the time, patient, and passion. And probably the
passion supposed to be in the first place. If you have passion; you will find the time and patient to wait for the special moment. All three components are really very important for wildlife photography.
I would like to share with you my experience of shooting birds. First of all, you have to know
your subject. You have to know the name of birds, their habitat, habits, a preference for the
food, time of activity.

A Mandarin Duck Tale
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Guest Article

To Be a Photographer II
By Milada Dzevitskaya

And now about such a beautiful duck that was first spotted at Burnaby Lake in 2018.It’s a
male Mandarin duck (Aix galericulata). However, after the initial sighting, the male Mandarin duck, that has got the name Trevor by locals, disappeared and wasn’t seen again until
November 2019. Locals’ photographers spotted him and had fun taking beautiful images.

Locals’ photographers spotted him and had fun taking beautiful images. Male Mandarin ducks are considered some most beautiful ducks in the world, thanks to their
head full of colorful feathers.
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Guest Article

To Be a Photographer II
By Milada Dzevitskaya

The female Mandarin is very similar to the female Wood duck to whom the Mandarins are closely related. One can see that male Wood duck is also very colorful but in
a different way.
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Guest Article

To Be a Photographer II
By Milada Dzevitskaya

Not anyone knows where this duck came from. It’s speculation that maybe has been
escaped from some hobby farm. Similar has happened in Great Britain. Native to
East Asia, where Mandarin ducks are still found in abundance, there is also a significant population in Britain. This population was cultivated after domesticated Mandarins, imported from China in the 20th century, escaped and created a feral colony.
Maybe we will be witnessing the same here.
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Guest Article

To Be a Photographer II
By Milada Dzevitskaya

Mandarin ducks similar to wood ducks make nests on branches of trees, about 30
meters above the ground. Ducklings are jumping from the nest and parents are waiting for them under the tree.
I believe I have to stop to continue the story about Mandarin ducks. Probably many
of you already know this story.
It's better to show some pictures. How did I get them?
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Guest Article

To Be a Photographer II
By Milada Dzevitskaya

The couple walks at Piper’s Spit this year have got me a great pleasure to see and
take pictures this amazing duck. Mandarin duck male was in full mating plumage
and dutifully following a female around the area. However, it seems that he is likely
following a female Wood duck as the chances of a pair of Mandarins being in the area is rather remote.
I have tried to identify the female duck but it’s very difficult to do base only on pictures that I have found. Also, I have noticed that other female Wood ducks came too
close to a couple and tried to flirt with Mandarin duck. Unfortunately, I didn’t take a
video.

I put here the picture of a male Wood duck just for comparison.
Milada Dzevitskaya

2021 © MTDzevitska
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Guest Article

Water Drop Photography
By Rick Lewis

I thought that I would explore this specialized area of macro photography over the
course of our COVID winter. True to my initial research, it does take an investment
of time to setup, experiment and refine the multitude of parameters that go into capturing a worthwhile image.
The Concept: release one drop of water into a pool of water. That drop will form a
crater which then collapses inwards creating a jet of water upwards (called a
Worthington jet). A second water drop, released at precisely the right time, will then
collide with the jet. This collision will typically form an umbrella-looking structure
with water droplets extending from its edges. More elaborate creations can be made
with a third water drop colliding with the jet as it travels through and above the second
-drop-created umbrella. Timing here is critical!

Equipment

My Gear

Settings (can vary)

DSLR

Nikon D810

Raw, Manual, MirrorUp, ISO 200, 1/250 sec, f36.

Macro Lens

Nikon 105mm f2.8

Manual Focus.

Speedflashes &
Flash Trigger

4 - Godox V860II

1/64 power (you need at least a 1/10,000 sec flash duration to
freeze the splash). I use 4 flashes to get enough light given the very
narrow aperture and low flash power settings.

& Godox XPro
Trigger
Electronic
Trigger

Pluto Trigger with
Water Valve

Settings for 1st drop size, 2nd drop size, interval between drops, interval to camera & flash, 3rd drop size and interval ifused. These are all
measured in milliseconds.

Pluto Phone App

iPhone

Manages the settings for the trigger.

Graduated Tricolour
Poster-boards
Computer

Tethered to review images for focus (critical) and framing.

And, the distances from the expected water drop collision to the tip of the valve, the backdrop
and the lens are also important. In all, I have a spreadsheet that tracks 20 parameters/
settings.
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Guest Article

Water Drop Photography
By Rick Lewis

Setup

Mixtures/Colors: additives to the water can give it a diﬀerent consistency to make it
thinner (soap) or thicker (xanthin gum). Milk can also be used to give a more solid look
to the resulting collision. In addition, food colouring can be added to any mixture or
gels can be used on the flashes to provide a wide range of color eﬀects.
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Guest Article

Water Drop Photography
By Rick Lewis

Results:

Post Processing: I use Topaz Noise AI to minimize any noise, Photoshop to remove the inevitable stray droplets & bubbles and Lightroom to possibly increase overall brightness &
to crop the image so that the drop is appropriately centred.
Links: there are some amazing photographers out there that specialize in this type of photography. In particular, Corrie White at https://www.liquiddropart.com
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Photo Outings!

The Pattullo Bridge
Replacement Project

During these times of COVID-19 restrictions on gatherings, the next “Outing” will be one of a shared photo
subject over several years timeline, rather than a physical meeting.
Over the next two and a half years, we will see many changes up-river of the current Pattullo Bridge, as construction has begun on its long awaited replacement. The 84 year old Pattullo Bridge, connecting Surrey to
New Westminster, first opened on November 15, 1937 to the sounds of marching bands and grand fanfare.
The replacement will be a cable suspension bridge, scheduled to open in the Fall of 2023.
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Photo Outings!

The Pattullo Bridge
Replacement Project

Once the new bridge is open to traffic, demolition of the old bridge will commence. As the new bridge will
have separate pedestrian and cycling lanes on both sides, this will prove to be an excellent platform for the deconstruction phase in late 2023 to early 2024.
The Intent is to collect photos from the past, present and the short lived future of the Pattullo Bridge, as well as
its replacement under construction. It will be a three year long Gallery of photos for this Outing.
Here is the website for The Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project. There are multiple Renderings and Illustrations on that website.
https://www.pattullobridgereplacement.ca/
https://www.pattullobridgereplacement.ca/newsandinfo/renderings-maps/#maps

By Ben Whiting
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Guest Article

Non-Fungible Tokens

NFT: Non-Fungible Token
No doubt, by now you have heard about Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT), and
how some of these are being sold for millions of dollars. So, what are they? A
quick Google search turns up 8.9M results and not always a clear answers.
However, the simple answer found on Wikipedia:
A non-fungible token is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a
blockchain, that certifies a digital asset to be unique and therefore not interchangeable. NFTs can be used to represent items such as photos, videos, audio, and other types of digital files. Wikipedia
Not really helpful, for those of us still trying to wrap our heads around things
like cryptocurrency and the like. Fortunately, Anne McKinnell, self described Photographer, Writer, Nomad, has written a clear and easy to understand article on the topic of NFTs for Photographers on her blog. This can be
found at NFTs for Photographers
Also, maybe take a moment and take a look around Anne’s blog as she has a
number of great articles on a variety of topics.

By Peter Eisenbock
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My Shotz

Ben Whiting

This photo was chosen as “Photo of the Week” by Shipspotting Canada – West.

The AFRICAN PUFFIN bulk carrier was at the Richardson grain terminal, Burrard Inlet, Port of Vancouver, on 6 April 2021. Built in 2014, this ship has a
length of 190 metres, beam 32.25 metres and is 55,800 tonnes DWT. (IMO:
9636448) The next port of call is Chiba, Japan.
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Parting Shotz
“There is nothing worse than a sharp image of a fuzzy concept.”
Ansel Adams

“You can’t depend on your eyes if your imagination is out of focus.”
Mark Twain

“There are no rules for good photographs, there are only good photographs.”
Ansel Adams

“When people ask me what equipment I use – I tell them my eyes.”
Anonymous

“A great image is found at the intersection of Vision and Passion.”
Cole Thompson
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